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Ion temperature anisotropy in an expanding magnetized plasma is investigated using laser induced fluorescence10

(LIF). Parallel and perpendicular ion velocity distribution functions (IVDFs) were measured simultaneously11

with high spatial resolution in the expanding plasma. Large ion temperature anisotropies (T⊥ i/T‖ i ∼ 10)12

are observed in a conical region at the periphery of the expanding plasma plume. A simple 2D Boris Stepper13

model that incorporates the measured electric field structure is able to reproduce the gross features of the14

measured perpendicular IVDFs. A Nyquist stability analysis of the measured IVDFs suggests that multiple15

instabilities with k⊥ρi ∼ 1 and k||ρi ∼ 0.2 are likely to be excited in these plasmas.16

I. INTRODUCTION17

Laboratory and space measurements of velocity18

space distributions of ions and electrons exhibit quasi-19

isotropicity, even under conditions for which large ther-20

mal anisotropy is expected. For example, standard21

models of the radially expanding solar wind predict22

significant thermal anisotropy (the ratio of tempera-23

ture perpendicular and parallel to the local magnetic24

field) as a result of conservation of adiabatic moments.125

Yet, measurements provide strong evidence that the ion26

thermal anisotropy (T⊥ i/T‖ i) in the solar wind is con-27

strained by instability thresholds that are functions of28

the ion thermal anisotropy and the ratio of thermal to29

magnetic pressures, β‖ i = 8πnikBT‖ i/B
2.2–4 Electrons30

in the solar wind exhibit much smaller levels of thermal31

anisotropy than ions for nearly all solar wind conditions,32

yet the electron thermal anisotropy also appears to be33

constrained.5 Solar wind ion thermal anisotropies near34

1 AU as measured by the Wind spacecraft are shown in35

Fig. 1 as a function of parallel β and (T⊥ i/T‖ i).
6 Note36

that in the weakly collisional plasma of the solar wind,37

ion thermal anisotropies range from 0.2 to 3, peaking at38

values of β ∼ 0.3. In the context of the solar wind at 139

AU, an ion temperature anisotropy of 3 is large. While40

Helios observations do show a decrease in the solar wind41

ion thermal anisotropy from 0.3 to 1 AU, the decrease42

in anisotropy is inconsistent with expectations for adia-43

batic processes, i.e., additional heating and anisotropy44

limiting processes also appear to constrain the ion ther-45

mal anisotropy in the inner heliosphere.146

The features of widespread interest in the solar wind47

data shown in Fig. 1 are the curves bounding the ion48

(proton) temperature anisotropies. The curves are de-49

fined by the expression (T⊥ i/T‖ i = 1+S(β‖ i−β‖ 0)−a),50

where S, β‖ 0, and a are empirical fitting parameters51

a)Electronic mail: cbb0017@mix.wvu.edu

obtained from solutions of linear dispersion relations52

for instabilities driven by bi-Maxwellian proton veloc-53

ity distributions.7–9 If it is possible to craft a universal54

expression relating (T⊥ i/T‖ i) to β, partial closure of55

the Vlasov equations (specifically the energy equation)56

could be effected for a wide variety of physical systems57

- even for those in which the mean free path of the58

particles is large compared to the system size (the limit59

in which standard Chapman-Enskog asymptotic closure60

techniques fail). While the bounding of the measure-61

ments is likely explained by instability thresholds and62

Alfvén-cyclotron resonant heating effects (which con-63

strain the left side of the plots in Fig. 1),10,11 the fact64

that so many of the measurements are nearly isotropic65

is itself a remarkable characteristic of the solar wind.1266

To explain the dominance of isotropic distributions in67

solar wind measurements, Verscharen et al. have pro-68

posed that large-scale compressive fluctuations continu-69

ally drive the collisionless solar wind towards instability70

thresholds until any anisotropy is eliminated.1371

The same instabilities that are predicted to constrain72

the anisotropy in the solar wind appear are also be-73

lieved to play important roles in the terrestrial magne-74

tosheath, a near-Earth region of space consisting pri-75

marily of shocked solar wind plasma. Studies in the76

1990s found that the maximum ion thermal anisotropies77

in the magnetosheath lay below a threshold value that78

depends strongly on the plasma β.14 The two instabil-79

ities most likely to grow in the high thermal pressure,80

β ∼ 1, anisotropic conditions of the magnetosheath81

are the mirror mode, and the Alfvén Ion Cyclotron In-82

stability (also known as the anisotropic ion cyclotron83

instability).15–17 More recent studies have confirmed84

that the bounds on the ion thermal anisotropy in the85

magnetosheath share a great many characteristics with86

the solar wind measurements.18 The theoretical models87

of the solar wind and the magnetosheath that generate88

instability threshold predictions such as those shown in89

Fig. 1 treat the protons as a single anisotropic distribu-90

tion. For resonant instabilities, the velocity derivative91
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Figure 1. Probability distribution of the pristine solar wind
in the β - (T⊥ i/T‖ i) plane. The instability thresholds for
the four instabilities associated with proton temperature
anisotropy are plotted for comparison. A signicant frac-
tion of the distribution exceeds the two resonant thresholds
(ion-cyclotron and parallel rehose), while the non-resonant
mirror-mode and oblique-rehose thresholds set more precise
boundaries to the data distribution. Adapted with permis-
sion from Figure 21 of Living Rev. Solar Phys. 16, 5621
(2019). Copyright 2019 Springer.

of the distribution function, f(v), at the resonant speed92

of the wave depends strongly on the details of the dis-93

tribution function. Therefore, detailed measurements94

of f(v) are critically important to understanding which95

instability mechanisms are likely to be active.96

Laboratory studies of ion thermal anisotropy limits in97

the 1990s included detailed f(v) measurements along98

with electrostatic and electromagnetic wave measure-99

ments. Keiter et al.3,19 observed a β-dependent limit100

on ion thermal anistropy that was consistent with the101

predictions of Alfvén ion cyclotron instability thresh-102

olds (see Fig. 2). In those experiments, ion thermal103

anisotropies greater than 10 were observed along with104

enhanced electromagnetic fluctuations for the same op-105

eration conditions that resulted in the large values of106

T⊥ i/T‖ i. A significant challenge in those experiments107

was routinely creating ion distributions with values of108

of T⊥ i/T‖ i > 5.109

Here we report a series of experiments in which large110

levels of ion thermal anisotropy (T⊥ i/T‖ i > 5) are rou-111

tinely created in a spatially restricted region in an ex-112

panding laboratory plasma as a result of perpendicular113

ion energization in highly structured electric fields.20114

The long-term objective of these experiments to provide115

a testbed for studies of ion thermal anisotropy limits116

over a wide range of plasma conditions. For consistency117

with space-based measurements, the second moments118

of the measured parallel and perpendicular ion velocity119

distribution functions (IVDFs) are used to determine120

Figure 2. Ion temperature anisotropy versus β (open cir-
cles) in the LEIA facility. These data were obtained over
a wide range of operating magnetic fields but at fixed rf
power and neutral pressure. Also shown are averaged values
of anisotropy and β for nearly identical plasma conditions
(solid circles) obtained on different days with standard de-
viation error bars.3 Reprinted with permission from Phys.
Plasmas 7, 2157 (2000). Copyright 2000 AIP Publishing
LLC

the effective parallel and perpendicular ion tempera-121

tures in the laboratory experiments. A simple Boris122

stepper model of the ion motion in the electrical field123

structure confirms that the observed significant perpen-124

dicular ion temperatures likely result from stochastic125

motion in the electric fields. Therefore, the measured126

anisotropies are not “classical” in the sense that the127

perpendicular and parallel velocity distributions are not128

simple Maxwellians - just with different temperatures.129

Instability analysis employing the measured ion veloc-130

ity distributions confirms that ion beam instabilities are131

likely to be excited in these plasmas.132

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS133

The cylindrically symmetric LEIA (the Large Exper-134

iment on Instabilities and Anisotropies) facility (see135

Fig. 3) consists of a 0.1 m diameter, 0.72 m long136

Pyrex R©source chamber mounted on a 0.15 m diame-137

ter, 0.9 m long stainless steel diagnostic chamber that138

opens up into a 2 m diameter, 4.5 m long expansion139

chamber. Up to 2.0 kW of rf power is coupled through140

a 19 cm long, m = 1 helical antenna over a frequency141

range of 6− 18 MHz. Ten water cooled electromagnets142

produce a steady-state, nearly uniform axial magnetic143

field of 0 − 1200 G in the source. Seven water cooled144
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Figure 3. The magnetic field geometry (contours of con-
stant magnetic flux) as the plasma expands from the plasma
source into the expansion chamber. The in-situ probe ac-
cesses the expansion region downstream of the plasma source
(identified by the red arrows).

electromagnets produce a steady-state, uniform axial145

magnetic field of 0 − 150 G in the expansion chamber.146

Three turbo molecular drag pumps, one located at the147

end of the source and two at the end of the expansion148

chamber, maintain a base pressure of 10−7 Torr. The149

large pumping rate at the end of the expansion cham-150

ber (3200 l/s) results in a hollow neutral pressure radial151

profile21 and a downstream pressure ten times smaller152

than the neutral pressure in the source during plasma153

source operation. Complete details of the LEIA facility154

are available elsewhere.20,22,23155

For these experiments, the neutral fill pressure of ar-156

gon is 0.17 mTorr. This fill pressure corresponds to an157

operating pressure of ∼ 0.90 mTorr in the source and158

a pressure ≤ 0.1 mTorr in the expansion chamber. At159

these neutral pressures, the ion-neutral charge exchange160

collisional mean free path is tens of centimeters in the161

expansion chamber. These low pressure plasmas are162

destructive to the Pyrex R©tube and careful impedance163

matching is required to minimize the amount of re-164

flected power and the voltages on the rf antenna. The165

axial magnetic field in the source is 860 G and the ex-166

pansion chamber magnetic field is 108 G. A magnetic167

field expansion ratio Bup/Bdown ∼ 8 is sufficient to in-168

duce spontaneous formation of an ion beam (∼ 10 km/s)169

along the LEIA axis.24170

The argon IVDFs in the r̂ and ẑ directions, relative to171

the LEIA axis, were measured with laser induced flu-172

orescence (LIF). The Ar-II population is interrogated173

with a Sirah Matisse DR ring-dye laser pumped by a174

Spectra-Physics Millenia Pro laser. Approximately 1175

W of 611.6616 nm light is produced from the dye laser.176

Upon exiting the dye laser, a small fraction (. 5%)177

is split to a neutral iodine reference cell and a Bris-178

tol 621 wavelength meter. The remaining laser light179

is passed through an optical diode and a 50/50 beam-180

splitter. The two beams are passed through separate181

mechanical choppers before being coupled into a pair182

of 200 µm ∅ multimode optical fibers. The mechan-183

Figure 4. Schematic of the in-situ combined LIF and Lang-
muir probe. The two LIF injection paths are indicated with
red dotted lines. Both the parallel and the perpendicular
injections use the same collection path, shown in purple.
The Langmuire probe tip projects from the 6.4 mm tube
mounted at the end of the probe. The translation stage al-
lows movement in the plane of the probe in both ẑ and r̂
directions with sub-mm resolution. The magnetic field di-
rection is shown in blue.

ical choppers are operated at unique frequencies that184

are carefully chosen to avoid common harmonic fea-185

tures. For this work, the chopper frequencies were 5186

kHz and 2.7 kHz. The LIF scheme consists of excitation187

to the 4p2F7/2 state which then decays to the 4s2D5/2188

state through emission of a single photon at 461.086189

nm. Doppler broadening of the transition is the dom-190

inant line broadening mechanism. Zeeman splitting of191

the absorption line into π and σ transitions contributes192

insignificantly to the measured broadening for magnetic193

fields of ∼ 100 G and ion temperatures > 0.1 eV.25194

The two multimode optical fibers are coupled into195

the vacuum chamber through a dual-fiber feedthrough196

that then directs the separate beams into an in-situ197

scanning mechanical probe (Fig. 4). Argon IVDFs are198

simultaneously interrogated in the radial r̂ and axial ẑ199

directions with focused beams emanating from two op-200

tical paths. Fluorescent emission from both injections201

directions is collected from a separate viewing direction202

and coupled into a single 1 mm core optical fiber. The203

collected light passes through a 1 nm wide filter cen-204

tered on the emission wavelength. The filtered light is205

then coupled into a Hammatsu photo-multiplier tube206

(PMT). The PMT signal is divided in half and sent207

to two Stanford Systems SR830 DSP lock-in amplifiers.208

Each lock-in amplifier is referenced to one of two me-209

chanical choppers to differentiate the LIF signal from210

the spontaneous emission. The frequency of the laser is211

scanned 25 GHz over 150 s for a lock-in signal integra-212

tion of 1 s or over 450 s for an integration time of 3s.213

This apparatus enables the simultaneous measurement214

of IVDFs in two directions at a single, highly-resolved,215
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Figure 5. The magnetic field geometry in the measurement
region. The magnetic field direction (blue line) is obtained
from a three-dimensional model of the magnetic geometry
that has been validated with direct measurements of the
magnetic field.23 The inset figure shows the angle of the
magnetic field relative to the measurement directions in the
measurement region.

spatial location.216

For a more detailed description of the in-situ scan-217

ning mechanical probe, we direct the readers to Refs.20218

and26. In addition to the LIF measurement capabil-219

ity, the probe also provides measurements of the local220

plasma potential, electron temperature, and ion density221

through an rf-compensated Langmuir probe. The 1 m222

long probe translates radially and axially to perform223

measurements with sub-mm resolution of the expanding224

plasma in a two-dimensional plane. For the high spatial225

resolution measurements reported here, the probe was226

scanned through a two-dimensional region bounded by227

−10 cm < r < −5 cm and 165 cm < z < 169.8 cm. In228

this region, the magnetic field direction is at an angle229

of approximately 7◦ relative to the axis of the chamber230

(see Fig. 5). While it is unusual to use a coordinate231

system that allows for negative values of r, we have232

retained this nomenclature to emphasize the cylindrical233

nature of the experiment throughout all the discussions.234

The large values of (T⊥ i/T‖ i ∼ 10) are created in235

the plume of the expanding helicon source that sup-236

plies the plasma for LEIA. Experiments over the last237

decade have established the operating conditions neces-238

sary to trigger the spontaneous formation of a parallel239

ion beam, v ∼ 10 km/s, in a variety of different helicon240

sources around the world.23,27–31 Shown in Fig. 6 is a241

LIF measurement of the parallel ivdf as a function of242

radial location at z = 164 cm. In the inner region of243

the plasma column (r < 5 cm), the entire parallel ivdf244

consists of a 8 km/s beam. Outside of this region,245

the parallel ivdf is at rest in the lab frame and the ion246

beam vanishes. Our previous measurements indicate247

that electrons under the rf antenna in the plasma source248

Figure 6. LIF measurements of the parallel ivdf as a func-
tion of radial position in the expansion region of LEIA (z
= 164 cm). The intensities are normalized to unity at each
measurement location to accentuate the changing spread of
ion velocities with increasing radial position and plotted on
a linear scale. Measurements were performed with a radial
resolution of 1 cm and the image has been smoothed. Nega-
tive radial position values correspond to the side of the axis
of the cylindrically symmetric system. Reprinted with per-
mission from Phys. Plasmas 24, 123510 (2017). Copyright
2017 AIP Publishing

are heated and then free stream out of the plasma along249

the magnetic field, forming an annulus of energetic elec-250

trons in the expansion region.20 The ambipolar field cre-251

ated by the electron loss pulls ions downstream in the252

center of the plasma, thereby creating the spatially lo-253

calized ion beam. Subsequent measurements by other254

researchers have confirmed the essential features of this255

paradigm, i.e., the existence of a population of ener-256

getic electrons restricted to the periphery of the plasma257

column and an ion beam restricted to the center of the258

plasma column.32–34259

In LEIA,23 concurrent with the formation of the ion260

beam is the appearance of a concave, magnetic-field261

aligned, three-dimensional potential structure in the re-262

gion of the strongest magnetic field gradient.20,35 Along263

the periphery of the potential structure, significant per-264

pendicular ion heating is observed.20 An example of the265

perpendicular IVDF as a function of radial position (in266

1 cm steps) at a single axial location in LEIA is shown267

in Fig. 7. The width in velocity space of the IVDF (the268

effective perpendicular temperature) clearly increases269

with radial position. In these measurements at mod-270

erate spatial resolution, the effective perpendicular ion271

temperature increases from much less than 1 eV at r =272

0 cm to a few eV by r = 10 cm. It is these regions of en-273

hanced effective perpendicular ion temperature that are274

the focus of the high spatial resolution measurements275

reported here. The reader may notice that the IVDF276
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Figure 7. LIF measurements of the perpendicular ivdf as a
function of radial position in the expansion region of LEIA (z
= 164 cm). The intensities are normalized to unity at each
measurement location to accentuate the changing spread of
ion velocities with increasing radial position and plotted on
a linear scale. Measurements were performed with a radial
resolution of 1 cm and the image has been smoothed. Nega-
tive radial position values correspond to the side of the axis
of the cylindrically symmetric system.

measurements in 7 are not completely symmetric. To277

reach the positive side of the chamber axis, the probe278

must pass through the core of the plasma, creating a279

significant perturbation of the plasma column.280

III. ANISOTROPY MEASUREMENTS281

Example LIF measurements of parallel and perpen-282

dicular IVDFs are shown in Fig. 8 for two different ax-283

ial and radial locations in LEIA. At both locations the284

parallel IVDF is much narrower than the perpendicular285

IVDF. The perpendicular IVDF appears to be describ-286

able as two Maxwellian components (one at a few km/s287

and one at rest) or a single fast population with a long288

tail stretching back to zero velocity. Upstream, towards289

the plasma source (at z = 165.0 cm), the perpendicular290

distribution is slightly narrower than at z = 167.8 cm.291

Therefore, the ion temperature anisotropy increases in292

the expanding plasma plume.293

Moments of the IVDFs are calculated by first per-294

Figure 8. For z = 167.8 cm, r = −5.2 cm the (a) parallel and
(b) perpendicular measurements of the IVDF. For z = 165.0
cm, r = −7.8 cm the (c) parallel and (d) perpendicular
measurements of the IVDF.

forming a Gaussian fit to the IVDF to determine a295

maximum velocity range to include in a subsequent nu-296

merical integration of the measured IVDF (because of297

the noise inherent in an LIF measurement, integrat-298

ing the measured IVDFs over all measured velocity val-299

ues leads to large errors in the integrated moments).300

The measured IVDFs are integrated using a simple301

trapezoidal algorithm and higher order moments nor-302

malized to the zeroth moment.The numerically deter-303

mined average speed is used for the reference frame of304

the second moment, i.e., the effective ion temperature.305

Throughout this work, we use the descriptor “effective306

ion temperature” to refer to the square root of the mean307

squared velocity in the frame of the mean velocity of the308

ions. The probe is scanned in increments of 2 mm in309

the radial direction and 4 mm in the axial direction310

over the measurement region. This region was selected311

for the high spatial resolution study because previous312

studies (as shown in Fig. 7) identified the edge of the313

plasma plume as a region of significant broadening of314

the perpendicular IVDF.20315

Shown in Fig. 9 is a vector field map generated from316

the first moment (< v > =
∫∞
−∞ vf(v)dv) in each mea-317

surement direction overlaid on a contour plot of the av-318

erage of the zeroth moments from the perpendicular and319

parallel measurements (n ∼
∫∞
−∞ f(v)dv). Note that320

here the density determined from the LIF-measured321

IVDFs is the density of the initial ion metastable state322

and may not fully represent the local ion density as323

it depends on the local ion and neutral densities, as324

well as the electron density and electron temperature.325

The flow vectors were obtained from the first moment326

of both the perpendicular and parallel measurements.327

Also shown in Fig. 9 is a representative magnetic field328

line that shows the direction of the magnetic field in the329

expansion region.330

Unsurprisingly, the metastable ion density decreases331

as the plasma expands radially and downstream. Previ-332
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Figure 9. The metastable ion density (zeroth moment of
the measured IVDF) in the expanding plasma overlaid with
a vector map of the net bulk ion flow obtained from the
first moment of both components of the ion flow in the mea-
surement plane. The white line shows the direction of a
representative magnetic field line in the expansion region.

ous studies have shown that within a cylindrical region333

aligned with the system axis, r < 5 cm, the ion flow334

is large, ∼ 8 km/s, and entirely axial for these LEIA335

parameters.20 At these larger radial locations, the axial336

bulk ion flow nearly vanishes and weak radial ion flows,337

∼1 km/s dominate. These bulk flows are also evident338

in the individual IVDF measurements shown in Fig. 8.339

Shown in Fig. 10 for comparison is the time averaged340

electric field determined from time averaged (over 100 s)341

measurements of the local plasma potential as measured342

with the rf-compensated Langmuir probe. Typical po-343

tential fluctuations were ∼ 10% of the mean. For some344

parameters, fluctuation amplitudes up to ∼ 50% were345

observed. This steady-state electric field arise sponta-346

neously in the plasma and exhibits rapid changes in field347

direction and magnitude on the scale of 1-2 cm in the348

outer region of the plasma. The rapid changes in electric349

field direction follow the expanding magnetic field lines350

with increasing axial distance from the source and are351

in the same region where the energetic electrons stream-352

ing out from the plasma source are typically observed.20353

Ions and electrons flowing downstream from the plasma354

source along periphery of the plasma plume will en-355

counter these small (smaller than an ion gyroradius)356

scale electric field structures. In the high spatial res-357

olution measurement region, the axial electric field is358

small and generally points towards the source. There-359

fore, ions in our measurement region will slow down360

only a modest amount in the axial direction (consistent361

with the first IVDF measurements) and experience ra-362

dial electric fields that push ions outward radially and363

then reverse direction to impart an inward acceleration364

to the ions in the outer portion of the plume. A criti-365

cal factor in how the ions respond to such small scale366

electric field structures is the size of the ion gyroradius.367

For an argon ion with a perpendicular velocity typical368

of the effective perpendicular ion temperature obtained369

from the second moment of the IVDFs in this region, ∼370

0.75 eV, the ion gyroradius is 5 cm. Therefore, as soon371

as an individual ion is energized in the radial direction372

by these electric fields, the ion will sample the entire373

measurement region every time it gyrates around the374

mostly axial magnetic field. In terms of timescales, the375

gyroperiod is 0.24 ms and the time needed for an argon376

ion traveling at 1 km/s to travel from one side of the377

measurement region to the other is only 0.05 ms. In378

other words, the ions are unmagnetized. The cross-field379

flow of the ions is ample evidence of demagnetization380

of the ions. The spatial variation in electric fields over381

scale of a gyroradius is large enough that guiding cen-382

ter models of the ion motion are not applicable. As383

discussed below, the effects of these sub-ion gyroradius384

scale electric field structures on the IVDFs is best un-385

derstood by looking at the motion of individual ions.386

Figure 10. Electric fields measured at discrete axial loca-
tions in the expanding plasma plume. The electric field mag-
nitude and direction is determined from gradients of local
measurements of the time averaged plasma potential. The
dotted box outlines the region for which the high spatial
resolution anisotropy measurements were obtained. Actual
measurements shown in red, the blue vectors are generated
from interpolation between the actual measurements.

Shown in Fig. 11 are the parallel (ẑ) and perpen-387

dicular (r̂) ion temperatures calculated from the second388

moments of the IVDFs. Not only are the parallel ion389

temperatures much smaller than the perpendicular ion390

temperatures throughout the measurement region, the391

axial and radial gradients differ for the two tempera-392

ture components. Note that these measurements are393

performed in the laboratory frame. Because the angle394

between the magnetic field and the experiment axis of395

symmetry is only 7◦, the measured components are, to396

good approximation, equivalent to parallel and perpen-397

dicular components in the frame of the magnetic field.398

With this caveat, T⊥ i/T‖ i across the measurement re-399

gion is shown in Fig. 12. The peak in T⊥ i/T‖ i lies400
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along a conical surface that is defined by the expanding401

magnetic field. The values of T⊥ i/T‖ i are on the order402

of 10, a significant level of anisotropy for a laboratory403

plasma. Given that β‖ i is ∼ 10−4 for these plasmas404

because of the relatively large magnetic field strengths405

and the low plasma densities in the expansion region,20406

the plasma conditions are not representative of the so-407

lar wind. However, by tuning the downstream magnetic408

field from 5 - 100 G, it should be possible to explore val-409

ues of β‖ i ∼ 10−1 to ∼ 10−4.410

Figure 11. The effective (a) perpendicular ion temperature
and (b) parallel ion temperature as a function of radial and
axial position. The measurements have been smoothed. The
white line indicates the direction of the local magnetic field.

SecondMoment.png

Figure 12. The ion thermal anisotropy as a function of radial
and axial position. The measurements have been smoothed.
The white line indicates the direction of the local magnetic
field.

IV. ANALYSIS411

At the plasma densities and ion temperatures typical412

of the expanding plasma (ne ∼ 1010 cm−3, Ti ∼ 1.0413

eV)26, the ion-ion collisional mean free path is > 1000414

cm, greater than the system size. Therefore, collisional415

thermalization of ion flows is insufficient to explain the416

observed perpendicular ion heating. Collisional pro-417

cesses, if they were significant, would also quickly equili-418

brate the perpendicular and parallel ion temperatures.419

As noted previously, in space, anisotropic particle ve-420

locity distributions are believed to excite instabilities421

which then grow and reduce the anisotropy in a neg-422

ative feedback process. While it is also possible for423

instabilities to broaden velocity distributions, the typi-424

cal assumption is the anisotropy is created by external425

forces and then relaxes through instability-driven scat-426

tering in velocity space. To determine if simple acceler-427

ation by the observed small scale electric field structures428

could be responsible for the large effective perpendicu-429

lar ion temperatures observed in the expansion region430

(and therefore be a source for instability excitation),431

we developed a simple, three-dimensional particle step-432

per model in cylindrical coordinates using the Boris al-433

gorithm, the known magnetic field structure, and the434

measured electric field structure. The only force on435

the particles in this model is the Lorentz force. The436

Boris algorithm36 advances particle positions based on437

the Lorentz force and conserves energy exactly in the438

absence of an electric field. In the presence of an elec-439

tric field, the error in energy conservation is bounded440

for all time steps and the error introduces negligible ef-441

fects on particle motion at later time steps.37 To model442

the experiment, we have employed a cylindrical version443

of the classic Boris algorithm.38 Ions were advanced in444

time in steps of 1/(50fci) and electrons were advanced445

in steps of 1/(3fce), where fc is the particle’s cyclotron446

frequency calculated using the magnetic field at its cur-447

rent position. The time step is reduced by a factor448

of 0.15 in the electric field region to capture the dy-449

namics of particles accelerated by the measured electric450

field. The varying time step is critically important to451

compensate for possible demagnetization effects in the452

magnetic field gradient region.453

To give the ions a range of parallel and perpendic-454

ular velocities as they flowed from the source into the455

expansion chamber, 100, 000 argon ions were created456

from a Maxwellian velocity distribution in the paral-457

lel direction with a thermal velocity spread correspond-458

ing to a temperature of 0.3 eV about a mean paral-459

lel flow of 1200 m/s (the thermal velocity correspond-460

ing to 0.3 eV). Ions that ended up moving backwards461

towards the source were eliminated from the simula-462

tion. Parallel temperatures of 0.3 eV are typical in the463

plasma source.3 To accentuate any perpendicular veloc-464

ity spreading effects, the initial perpendicular velocity465

spread was defined by a Maxwellian velocity distribu-466

tion for a temperature of 0.026 eV, i.e., room temper-467

ature. 10, 000 electrons were given thermal spreads in468

the parallel and perpendicular directions corresponding469

to temperatures of 3.0 eV.39 The mean parallel flow470

speed was set to the thermal speed for 3.0 eV and elec-471
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trons traveling backwards were also eliminated from the472

simulation. Ions and electrons were launched from in-473

side the source at z = 100 cm and linearly distributed474

across initial radial positions from r = 0 cm to r = 5475

cm. The measured electric field structure is introduced476

at z = 164 cm. Since the electric field in this region477

was measured at a radial resolution of 0.5 cm and axial478

resolution of 5 cm by Aguirre et. al.20 the measure-479

ments were interpolated axially to a resolution of 1 cm.480

Particles unable to overcome the electric field at that481

point are reflected upstream and eliminated from the482

simulation for clarity.483

The Boris stepper results are shown in Fig. 13. The484

most obvious feature is that the electric field structure485

introduced at z = 164 reflects electrons confined to the486

axis and those at the periphery of the plasma plume487

back towards the source, creating an annulus of in-488

creased electron plasma density surrounding the core.489

The electron results are consistent with the experimen-490

tal observations of a hollow population of energetic elec-491

trons downstream from the expanding magnetic field.20492

Figure 13. Electrons (a) and argon ions (b) are launched
towards the expansion region from inside the plasma source
z = 100 cm. The particles are advanced with a cylindrical
Boris stepper model that incorporates the expanding mag-
netic field geometry and the measured electric field struc-
tures. The particle density maps reveal demagnetization of
the ions in the expansion region and magnetized electrons
forming an annulus of increased plasma density surrounding
the core, consistent with Langmuir probe measurements in
LEIA.20

The ions, however, behave quite differently. The493

weakening magnetic field, the highly structured elec-494

tric field, and the relatively large gyroradius of the ions495

lead to significant demagnetization of the ions. Indi-496

vidual ions exhibit a wide spread in paths and perpen-497

dicular velocities. An example of the induced spread in498

perpendicular ion velocity is shown Fig. 14a. For com-499

parison, the initial thermally broadened, room tempera-500

ture ion velocity distribution is shown as a green dotted501

line in the same figure. The effective perpendicular ion502

temperature (integrated second moment of the velocity503

distribution from the model) is shown as a function of504

radius in Fig. 14b. The qualitative results of the model505

are striking. There is a significant increase in the spread506

of the perpendicular IVDF and the increased width in-507

creases with increasing radial location - consistent with508

the measurements. The model results suggest that the509

observed increase in effective perpendicular ion tem-510

perature arises from reversible (non-entropy increasing)511

motion of ions interacting with a highly structured elec-512

tric field while simultaneously experiencing a rapid in-513

crease in gyroradius.514

Figure 14. (a) A model-generated IVDF at z = 167 cm
and r = −5 cm is shown in blue. The green dashed line is
a Maxwellian IVDF with the same bulk flow as the down-
stream IVDF from the model and with a width correspond-
ing to 0.026 eV (room temperature). (b) The radial perpen-
dicular temperature profile at z = 167 cm.

V. CONCLUSIONS515

The highly structured electric field that develops at516

the periphery of an expanding helicon source plasma517

consistently generates perpendicular ion velocity space518

distributions with effective ion thermal anisotropies519

such that T⊥ i/T‖ i ∼ 10. For the scale sizes and time520

scales of interest, these plasmas are collisionless, i.e.521

there is no evidence of collisional equilibration between522

the perpendicular and parallel ion distributions. How-523

ever, even though β‖ i ∼ 10−4, there is a significant in-524

crease in electrostatic wave activity in the plasma when525

these highly anisotropic ion distributions are created,.526

Zhang et al., saw strong evidence of wave activity in527

the ≤ 10 kHz frequency range35−the same frequency528

range that Scime et al. identified as corresponding to529

electromagnetic AIC waves during the previous labora-530

tory studies of anisotropy driven instabilities.3 Zhang531

et al. reported that these intense, near-ion cyclotron532

frequency waves are localized to the core of the plasma533

plume and that the wave intensity falls off dramtically534

outside of the region of large ion thermal anisotropy.35535

An important issue to consider is if the large ther-536

mal anisotropies in these experiments result from a537

stochastic process, i.e., ion demagnetization in a re-538

gion of highly structured electric fields, will the re-539

sultant velocity distributions be unstable to the same540

sorts of instabilities that are predicted for solar wind541

ion populations? In other words, does the plasma care542

about the origin of wider spread in the perpendicular543

IVDF compared to the parallel IVDF? An initial ex-544

ploration of this question was performed by using the545
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measured parallel and perpendicular IVDFs from these546

experiments as initial conditions for the same com-547

putational models that are used to study solar wind548

ion distributions.40,41 The model performs a Nyquist549

stability analysis by modeling the plasma as a collec-550

tion of relatively drifting bi-Maxwellians.42 The IVDFs551

were fit using a Levenberg-Marquardt routine for two552

Maxwellians and assuming only drifts parallel to the553

magnetic field. The plasma is best fit using a pri-554

mary ion population with β‖ i, 1 = 2.5 × 10−4, w‖,i,1 =555

3.08 × 10−6c, T⊥,i,1 = 2.77T‖,i,1 and a secondary ion556

population with T‖,i,2 = 7.65T‖,i,1, T⊥,i,2 = 0.343T‖,i,2,557

ni,2 = 0.19ni,1 and a relative drift between the ion558

populations of |∆vi| = 0.3vA. The electrons are as-559

sumed to be 10× hotter than the primary ion popula-560

tion, and quasineutrality and no net current conditions561

are enforced. The results of the instability analysis are562

shown in Fig.15. Unstable modes arise at oblique an-563

gles to the background magnetic field, with k⊥ρi,1 ∼ 1564

and k||ρi,1 ∼ 0.2, for perpendicular scales comparable565

to the 5 cm gyroradius and for parallel scales roughly566

five times the gyroradius - both scales consistent with567

the geometry of the experiment. These fastest grow-568

ing modes have propagation directions aligned with the569

drift of the secondary ion component and frequencies570

comparable to Ωi, seen in Fig. 15b) where we follow the571

normal mode dispersion relation for the fastest grow-572

ing mode along the grey dashed line from panel Fig.573

15a. The power absorbed (γj < 0, dashed lines) or574

emitted (γj > 0 , solid) per wave period from each575

of the three components (red, blue, and green are the576

primary ion, secondary ion, and electron populations)577

is shown in panel c, as well as the total damping or578

growth rate (black line). We do not find parallel prop-579

agating unstable waves of the kind driven by the tem-580

perature anisotropy of a single ion distribution. Rather,581

the oblique instabilities are driven when the power being582

emitted from the secondary ion population, is greater583

than that absorbed by the primary ion population and584

the electrons combined. This is similar to the kinds of585

oblique ion beam instabilities predicted to arise in the586

solar wind,43 and possibly observed in situ by Parker587

Solar Probe.44 Importantly, these instability analysis588

results do not depend on how the IVDFs are created,589

but rather on the details of the parallel and perpen-590

dicular velocity distributions at the measured spatial591

location, which provide free energy for the growth of592

unstable waves.593
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Figure 15. Nyquist stability analysis based on the parallel
and perpendicular IVDF measurements in the experiment.
(a) unstable modes appear for for kρi,1 ∼ 1 and θk,B ∼ 80◦

(grey dashed line). (b) The fastest growing unstable modes
propagate in the same direction as the secondary ion popu-
lation. (c) The unstable wavevectors, solid black lines, are
driven by power being emitted by the secondary ion pop-
ulation (blue lines) while both the primary ion (red) and
electron (green) populations act to absorb some of the emit-
ted power.
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